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ABSTRACT 

NH3--SCR DRIFTS Study for Mn-Based Catalyst Activity and Reaction 

Pathway over Unprotected and Zeolite-protected Catalyst 

Marram Abdulmajeed Andijani 

 

The selective catalytic reduction by ammonia (NH3-SCR) of nitrogen oxides (NOx) is a 

promising technology that is applied to eliminate NOx pollutants from combustion 

sources like diesel engines. Mn-based oxides are considered a promising catalyst for this 

process and many efforts were exerted by scholars to make improvements, including 

addition of other elements to the catalyst framework. The present study investigates the 

reaction mechanism and pathways using in-situ DRIFTS FTIR analysis for three Mn-based 

catalysts: a) mixed metal oxide MnCeTiOx, b) Mn impregnated on mesoporous titanium 

silicate-1 Mn/MesoTS1, and c) Mn/MesoTS1 after protection by secondary growth of 

silicalite-1 abbreviated as SG-Mn/MesoTS1. Various experiments were carried out on all 

the catalysts involving pre adsorbing NH3 then introducing NO+O2 to react with the pre 

adsorbed species and vice versa.  It was found that the mixed metal oxide, MnCeTiOx, 

exhibited higher activity due to variation of different metals and higher metal content 

compared to the Mn-zeolite catalysts, approximately 29 Wt% Mn vs 4 Wt %, respectively. 

However, from comparing the two Mn-zeolite catalysts, each containing roughly 5 Wt% 

Mn, the catalyst after protection by secondary growth, SG-Mn/MesoTS1, showed 
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improvement in the adsorption capability enhancing the overall performance due to the 

higher amount of acid sites than Mn/MesoTS1, explained by the presence of additional 

Brønsted and Lewis acid sites. From DRIFTS experiments, both E-R and L-H mechanism 

could be coexisting and taking place at 150 C for all three catalysts. However, it was 

concluded that although both mechanisms could take place during the reaction, the acid 

sites on the catalyst surface for all three samples mostly favor the adsorption of NH3 

species over NOx species making the E-R mechanism more assertive at 150 C. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are pollutants presented in combustion gases emitted by 

automobiles and power stations. These species exert serious influence on the general 

health by causing respiratory diseases such as pneumonia and bronchitis. In addition to 

being a health hazard, these pollutants also affect the environment negatively as it 

contributes to the ozone depletion, acid rain and photochemical smog. One of the 

widespread methods for removing nitrogen oxide emitted from combustion fuels and 

diesel engines is the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) of NOx by ammonia (NH3-SCR). As 

declared in its name, this process depends on a catalyst to reduce NOx in the presence of 

ammonia (NH3) and oxygen (O2) to produce nitrogen (N2) and water (H2O). The 

commercial catalyst applied in industry for this process is vanadium-based catalyst due to 

its high activity and anti-poisoning characteristics[1]. However, this catalyst has 

disadvantages like the toxic nature of vanadium and the low N2 selectivity at low 

operating temperatures (150-300C) which makes it inapplicable in some industries 

including diesel engines [2], [3]. Therefore, many efforts were made to develop 

vanadium-free catalysts with high catalytic activity and good low-temperature SCR. 

Catalysts containing different types of metals with various metal content and different 

materials used as catalyst support were studied. Along with the selection of catalyst 

materials, the synthesis and different preparation methods result differences in terms of 

catalytic activity, tolerance to H2O and SO2, N2 selectivity, and operating temperature [1]. 
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Some researchers are investigating different types of metal-exchanged zeolites, and 

impregnated metal oxides on zeolite supports because of the zeolite’s contribution in 

wide operating temperature range and high resistance towards poisoning [4]. However, 

there are still insufficient studies on the overall process and reaction mechanism over Mn-

based zeolite catalysts for NH3-SCR. In this study, the reaction pathway and mechanism 

for Mn-based catalyst with metal oxides (MnCeTiOx) and Mn-zeolite catalysts before and 

after protection (Mn/MesoTS1 and SG@Mn/MesoTS1) are studied using Diffuse 

Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS). The different catalysts 

investigated in this study are further described in detail in chapter 2.2. 

Chapter 2:  Literature Review 

2.1 NOx Emissions 

With rapid growth of the world’s papulation, both economic development and energy 

demands increases rapidly as well. Most of the energy used in industrial process are 

generated from fossil fuel combustion that releases NOx [1]. NOx is considered one of the 

main atmospheric pollutants causing various environmental problems. Furthermore, 

elevated levels of NOx exposure can cause health issues like respiratory damages and 

infections including chronic lung diseases and asthma. Other sources of NOX emission 

include power stations, industrial heaters, factories, and automobiles. The emissions of 

NOx in units of million tons for several countries throughout the years of 1980 to 2010 are 

illustrated in figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2. 1 NOx emission for different countries from 1980 through 2010 [1] 

In 1980, USA recorded the highest NOx emission, however due to the enforcement of 

strict regulations and policies to limit NOx emission like the “Clean Air Act, Sec. 407, USA, 

2004”[5], a significant drop in emission values from 2005 to 2010 is observed, figure 2.1. 

On the other hand, the development of China as an industrialized country lead to the 

increase in NOx emission over the years to reach the topmost country in NOx emissions in 

2010. Therefore, policies and legislations regarding anti-pollution and strict NOx emission 

standards were enforced in China (GB 13223-2011, China, 2011) and (GB 18352.6-2016) 

[1], [6]. 

The implementation of these strict policies in many countries persisted. However, the 

constant growth in population is associated with the persistent elevation of NOx 

producing industries, such as energy, transportation, and industrial demand making it 

challenging to meet minimum emission requirements. Furthermore, the demand for 
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better air quality has created a strong drive for controlling NOx emission, specifically the 

ones originating from automobiles and the stationary sources [5]. Therefore, the need of 

developing efficient technologies to reduce NOx has become crucial.  

NH3-SCR has become a popular solution and is regarded as one of the most promising 

technologies for the reduction and elimination of NOx from stationary sources and diesel 

engines. It was reported by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that 

more than 1000 SCR systems have been applied in the US in many industries including 

chemicals plants, process heaters and industrial boilers to reduce NOx [5], [7].  

2.2.  NH3-SCR 

The SCR process is centered on the chemical reduction of targeted air pollutant 

molecules, commonly NOx. The NH3-SCR process depends on a metal-based catalyst along 

with the addition of a reducing agent like ammonia or urea-derived ammonia [7]. In this 

process, urea-water solution is injected before the catalyst and is thermally decomposed 

to NH3 to selectively reduce NOx [7]. A simplified example of the reaction that takes place 

in a SCR process is shown in Figure 2.2 

 

Figure 2. 2 Example Scheme of a simplified SCR Process. 
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The NH3 reagent reacts selectively with the NOx present in flue gas in the presence of 

oxygen (O2) through the active sites of the catalyst, leading to the reduction of NOx 

molecules into nitrogen (N2) and water vapor (H2O). 

2.3. Catalysts 

The role of the catalyst is crucial in the SCR process. Therefore, a catalyst with the 

following characteristics is essential for the de-NOx reaction: i) low temperature activity, 

ii) anti-poisoning characteristics, iii) high N2 selectivity and NOx conversion, iv) broadness 

in operating temperatures, v) thermal stability, and vi) biologically safe. Many studies are 

being done to understand the properties of different SCR catalysts, their reaction 

pathway, the formation of intermediates, and the mechanism of SCR in order to get better 

understanding of catalysts, thus help in synthesizing new catalysts with high catalytic 

activity and stability [4], [8]–[15]. 

Since the 1970’s up to the present day, Vanadium-based catalysts like V2O5-Wo3/TiO2 and 

V2O5-MoO3/TiO2, are commonly applied for NOx elimination by SCR due to their high N2 

selectivity above 300 C, high catalytic activity, stable properties, and anti-poisoning 

abilities against SO2 [3], [16], [17] . Despite being applied for nearly 40 years, the biological 

toxic effect of vanadium is still considered a significant problem along with its weak N2 

selectivity at low temperatures and narrow operating temperature window of 300-400°C 

[3], [18]. This makes the vanadium-based catalyst not suitable in steel and glass plants 

because the flue gas in such plants is below 250°C. More importantly, it is not applicable 
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for diesel engines since the temperature of the exhaust gas from a diesel engine falls 

mainly within the range of 150°C and 350°C [16] Therefore, great efforts have been made 

to develop vanadium-free catalysts for NH3-SCR in the last decades [3]. 

As the vanadium-based catalysts continued to develop, different metal oxides, such as 

SiO2, Al2O3, and TiO2, where attempted as the catalyst support. Anatase (TiO2) was mostly 

selected because of the low decomposition temperature of titanium sulfate which 

enhanced the resistivity of TiO2 against sulfur poisoning [3]. Prior studies have also 

suggested that TiO2 is favorable for the NH3-SCR reaction due to its high dispersion that 

can supply additional acid sites [19].  

Transition metals and their oxides revealed prospective potential in the application of 

NH3-SCR. For instance, Mn-based catalysts such as MnOx and MnOx/TiOx have superior 

activity for low temperature SCR because of its great redox ability and multiple valence 

states which is important when considering diesel engine applications [1], [5], [16], [20]. 

However, single-component Mn-Based catalyst has a narrow working temperature 

window with low N2 selectivity at high temperatures and weak tolerance against SO2 

[1][5]. Therefore, many efforts have been devoted to improving Mn-based catalyst by 

forming mixed oxides and incorporating other materials such as zeolites in the catalyst 

framework[1]. 

Ce-based catalysts also attracted attention for NH3-SCR due to its high ability of oxygen 

storage [16], [20]. It was also reported by Leng et al. that Ce can “debase the 
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thermostability of the sulfate which overlapped on catalyst surface to enhance the SO2 

resistance” [20]. Therefore Ce-Mn mixed oxides catalyst have gained popularity over the 

past few years and were studied for NH3-SCR [16], [17], [20] . Additionally, different 

catalyst without carriers were examined, such as Cr-Mn mixed-oxides, and outcomes 

revealed that Mn-Ce mixed oxides showed the best performance [6]. Based on previous 

investigations, authors believe that there may exist a synergistic effect between the Mn 

and Ce oxides that follow the chain of reactions shown below in equations (1-3)[6]. 

2MnO2 → Mn2O3 + O (1) 

Mn2O3 + 2CeO2 → 2MnO2 + Ce2O3 (2) 

Ce3O3 + 12 O2 → 2CeO2 (3) 

Apart from this, Zeolite-based catalysts for SCR have shown promising activity in reducing 

NOx at high temperatures. In particular, metal-exchanged zeolites have drawn much 

attention as they display high NOx conversion and N2 selectivity [4]. In addition, metal-

exchanged zeolites present a broad operating temperature window with high 

thermostability, and chemical durability [4]. Although several studies are investigated 

about the reaction mechanism, intermediates, and pathway for transition metal oxide 

catalysts in NH3-SCR, there is a scarcity of research on zeolite catalysts for NH3-SCR 

application [21]. In this report, the NH3-SCR mechanism is studied for the ternary oxide 
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catalyst constituting of MnOx, CeOx, and TiOx, referred to as MnCeTiOx . This catalyst was 

synthesized in our group and has shown high NOx conversion at low temperatures (below 

250°C). Additionally, the NH3-SCR mechanism over the Mn-zeolite catalyst, provided by 

Prof. Yu Han, will also be investigated. For this study, two catalysts were selected: 

1- MnOx impregnated on mesoporous titanium silicate 1 (MesoTS1) abbreviated as 

Mn/MesoTS1. 

2- Mn/MesoTS1 covered by a layer of hydrophobic silicalite-1 through secondary 

growth to decrease or eliminate the negative effect of water on NH3-SCR 

(SG@Mn/MesoTS1). 

 In this report, the properties, and the reaction mechanism of Mn-Zeolite catalysts and 

fresh MnCeTiOx catalyst are investigated to understand the pathway of the reaction.   

2.4. Key Reactions 

In general, NH3 SCR includes three main reactions. The majority of the NOx species present 

in the exhaust flue gas exiting a combustion unit is NO (>90%) with a small proportion of 

NO2 [3], [22]. Therefore, the main reaction that takes place is called the “standard SCR” 

(equation 4) [3], [22], [23]: 

4NH3 + 4NO + O2 → 4N2 + 6H2O (4) 
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In this reaction, the nitrogen N2 is formed from two N atoms from each of NH3 and NO [3]. 

However, when equimolar NO and NO2 are present and reacting with NH3, the reaction 

that takes place is called “fast SCR” because the overall rate of reaction increases at least 

10 times faster than the “standard SCR” enhancing the de-NOx process [3], [5], [22]. 

Therefore, NO2 can sometimes be favorable for the NH3-SCR reaction. The “fast SCR” is 

shown in equation 5. 

2NH3 + NO + NO2 → 2N2 + 3H2O (5) 

However, when too much NO2 present an opposite effect can happen. When NO2 

concentration is higher than NO the third reaction called “slow SCR”, represented in 

(equation 6), takes place where NO2 reacts directly with NH3 to produce ammonia and 

water vapor [22] 

8NH3 + 6NO2 → 7N2 + 12H2O (6) 

In addition to the “slow SCR”, In low-temperature regions, NO2 can react with NH3 

producing NH4NO3 that may accumulate through the reaction shown in (equation 7)[3]: 

2NH3 + 2NO2 → NH4NO3 + N2 + H2O (7) 

Aside from the three main reactions, N2O formation from catalyst activity or NH3 

oxidation to NOx can take place and negatively affect the N2 selectivity of the SCR process. 
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Additionally, other side reactions might occur depending on the components of the 

exhaust gas. For instance, under certain conditions, when a significant amount of SO2 is 

present in the flue gas, (NH4)2SO4/NH4HSO4 and metal sulfate and formation and 

deposition might happen and becomes more serious, as it can block and destroy the 

active sites on the catalyst decreasing its lifetime by poisoning [5].  

2.5. Active Sites, Intermediates, and Reaction Mechanism 

SCR catalysts, commonly composed of active metals or ceramics, have highly porous 

structures that have activated sites within the pores [7]. The reduction reaction takes 

place at the acid group of the compound structure and after the reduction reaction, the 

site reactivates via rehydration or oxidation [24]. Catalyst properties such as strong acidity 

and excellent redox are essential for the de-NOx process. The reactivation of the catalyst 

can be explained as the acidity circle and redox circle, shown in figure 2.3 [5]. 

 

Figure 2. 3 Acid and Redox cycle [5]. 
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 These acid sites could be categorized as either electron accepting Lewis acid sites (LAS), 

or proton donating Brønsted acid sites (BAS).  Figure 2.4 shows an example demonstration 

of LAS and BAS on zeolites. 

 

Figure 2. 4 Brønsted acid sites (BAS) and Lewis acid sites (LAS) on metal exchanged zeolites [25] .  

During the SCR Process, NH3 can be adsorbed on the catalyst on either LAS or on BAS as 

ionic NH4
+[17]. NO species could be adsorbed on the catalyst surface as NO or oxidized to 

form surface nitrites (NO2) and/or differently coordinated surface nitrates (NO3
-) [4], [26].  

Adsorbed NO3
- could be bonded to metal cations in different structures, illustrated in 

figure 2.5, including bridging nitrates (M-O)2-NO, bidentate nitrates M-O2NO, and 

monodentate nitrates, M-O-NO2. Although these nitrate species with different structures 

have been discussed and proposed in literatures, the interpretations of the infrared 

spectra proposed by researchers were quite conflicting [22], [27]. 
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Figure 2. 5 Different coordination modes of Nitrate surface species [27]. 

Additionally, these NOx species could further react with NHx species to form intermediates 

such as NH2NO, NH4NO3, and NH4NO2 [3], [22], [28]. The different intermediates and 

nitrate species present during the SCR Process could affect the reaction rate and 

mechanism. For example, the unstable NH4NO2 species rapidly decomposed to N2 and 

H2O, which was verified by Usberti et al. [4], [29]. Shan et al. also mentioned that for 

FeTiOx catalyst, the most reactive species in the low temperature SCR are NH4
+

 and 

monodentate nitrates [3]. 

As for the NH3-SCR mechanism, it is widely agreeable by authors that there are two types 

of mechanisms for the NH3-SCR process. The first mechanism is the Langmuir-

Hinshelwood (L-H) mechanism. In this reaction pathway, both NH3 and NOx, along with 

some surface nitrite and nitrate species, are adsorbed on the catalyst surface. Then, 

reaction between adsorbed NH3 and NOx species take place to form ammonium 

nitrate/nitrite that are reduced and decomposed to form N2 and H2O [22]. The second 

mechanism is the Eley-Rideal (E–R) mechanism where adsorbed NH3 reacts directly with 
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NOx species in the gas phase[3]. An example illustration for both mechanisms over a Mn-

Fe Spinel is shown in figure 2.6 [5]. 

 

Figure 2. 6 Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) (top), and Eley-Rideal (E-R) (bottom) Mechanism over Mn-Fe 

Spinel [5] 

Fu et al. suggested that in E-R mechanism for NH3-SCR over metal oxides, NH3 is adsorbed 

on Lewis acid sites to form adsorbed NH3 and NH2 intermediates to react with gaseous NO 

and NO2 to produce N2 and H2O [6]. According to Shan et al. L-H mechanism takes place 

mostly at low temperatures while E-R at high temperatures [3]. Yu et al. proposed that 

the reaction mechanism over MnOx/SAPO-34 catalyst follows both E-R and L-H 

mechanism at low temperatures (150-300C). They also suggested that at 200C, the E-R 

mechanism dominates the NH3-SCR reaction and bridged nitrates species are considered 

an important active intermediate compared to the other nitrate species which were 

described as less important [14].     
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Chapter 3: Objectives and Contributions 

In order to understand the differences in the profile of NOx conversion over the ternary 

metal oxides catalyst, MnCeTiOx, the unprotected Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, and the zeolite-

protected catalyst SG@Mn/MesoTS1, Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform 

Spectroscopy (DRIFTS-FTIR) studies were carried out at different conditions, described in 

chapter 4, to determine the reaction pathway. These studies should allow a better 

understanding of the NH3-SCR of NOx mechanism by identifying the variation in the 

nature and intensity of the species formed over the different catalysts and highlight the 

reason behind the different de-NOx activity after the protection of supported catalyst by 

zeolite. The reaction mechanism is studied by exposing the catalyst to different conditions 

and observing the adsorption/desorption and formation of different species. Other 

characterization methods including TEM, NH3-TPD and H2-TPR are considered to have a 

better understanding of these results. 

The main objective of this thesis is summarized as follows: 

1. Study the adsorption of NH3 species, and NOx species on the catalyst using DRIFTS 

FTIR and compare the present and participating species on the different catalysts 

2. Propose a reaction mechanism and pathway for each of the different catalysts  

3. Understand the main differences in catalytic performance between Mn-mixed-

oxides and Mn-based zeolite catalysts. 
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Chapter 4: Methods 

Three Different Mn-Based catalysts including Mn-mixed-oxide (MnCeTiOx), Mn 

impregnated on MesoTS1 (Mn/MesoTS1) and Zeolite-protected Mn-based catalysts 

(SG@Mn/MesoTS1), were investigated and compared. For the Fresh MnCeTiOx, Mn 

loading of 29.5 weight percent (Wt %) is used. Moreover, for Mn-zeolite based catalyst, 

two catalysts with and without protection by silicalite-1 zeolite are used. The first is Mn 

impregnated on mesoporous titanium silicate-1 (MesoTS1) containing 4.21 Wt% of Mn 

(Mn/MesoTS1), and the second is Mn impregnated on MesoTS1 with a secondary growth 

(SG) of silicalite-1 (S1) abbreviated as SG-Mn/MesoTS1 containing 3.87 wt% of Mn. 

Different characterization methods were applied to collect general information about the 

catalyst such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), hydrogen temperature 

programmed reduction (H2-TPR), and temperature programmed desorption 

of ammonia (NH3-TPD). 

In order to study and understand the reaction mechanism and pathway of NH3-SCR of 

NOx, in situ DRIFTS study were performed at 150C with different feed conditions with a 

constant flow rate of 50 ml/min. First, NH3 adsorption on the catalyst surface is studied 

by introducing 500 ppm NH3 balanced in He for 45 minutes, collecting FTIR spectra from 

t=0 and every 2 minutes afterwards. After that, the sample is purged with He gas for 45 

minutes before introducing 500 ppm NO with 5% O2 balance in He for another 45 minutes 

to monitor the interacting NH3 species adsorbed onto either active LAS or BAS with NO.  
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Then, the sample is replaced by a fresh catalyst to observe the opposite condition; NO+O2 

pre adsorption followed by purge then reaction with NH3. This will give us insight on the 

different NOx species formed during the interaction and if pre-adsorbed NOx reacts with 

NH3 confirming the involvement of the L-H mechanism in the NH3-SCR reaction. 

Finally, real conditions are applied to study the standard SCR reaction by flowing 500 ppm 

NH3, 500 ppm NH3 with 5% O2 balance in He for 45 minutes to observe all the participating 

species take place. The outlet gas of the DRIFTS is connected to a mass spectrometer (MS) 

to identify the increase and decrease of species as it is being adsorbed or reacting. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental 

 

5.1 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 

The manganese, cerium, and titanium content were determined by inductively coupled 

plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using the Agilent 5110 ICP-OES 

instrument. Two digestion methods are needed: 8mL HCl for Ce and Mn analysis, and 

Aqua+1mL HF for Ti and Mn analysis. The digestion is done by using Milestone Connect 

Ultrawave digestion equipment (microwave assisted digestion). The digested samples 

were then diluted with water and the concentrations of the elements were measured.  

5.2  Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) 

TEM micrographs were obtained with a Titan ST microscope operated at an acceleration 

voltage of 300 kV. The High-Angle Annular Dark-Field Imaging (HAADF) measurements 

were performed on a Cs-Probe Corrected Titan microscope (Thermo-Fischer Scientific) 

equipped with a GIF Quantum (Gatan Inc.) and Super-X EDXS detectors (Thermo-Fischer 

Scientific). The images were acquired at the same acceleration voltage (300 kV). 

5.3 Temperature Programmed Desorption of Ammonia (NH3-TPD) 

NH3-TPD was carried out in the Micro-activity Reference setup. In situ spectra collection 

was carried out by a multi-gas infrared spectrometer. The sample was pretreated in 50 

ml/min of N2 at 500 °C with ramp rate 10 °C/min for 60 min. Then, it was cooled down to 
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100 °C (10 °C/min). Afterwards, the sample was exposed to 10 mL/min of NH3 flow for 40 

min (3 % NH3 in N2), then purged for 60 min with 100 ml/min of N2 flow. Then the NH3 

desorption investigation is performed by increasing the temperature from 100 to 600 °C 

(10 °C/min). 

5.4 Hydrogen Temperature-Programmed Reduction (H2-TPR) 

Reduction properties of the catalysts were investigated by NH3-TPR using Micrometrics 

Autochem 2920 equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The samples were 

first pretreated with 50 ml/min of Ar at 350°C with a ramp rate of 10 °C/min for 2 hours, 

then cooled down to 50 °C. Reduction was carried out and data were collected within the 

temperature range of 50°C -800°C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min under a flow 10 % H2 

in Ar. 

5.5 Diffuse Reflective Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy analysis (DRIFTS) 

 The experiments were carried out using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer equipped with 

an in situ diffuse reflectance cell with ZnSe windows, an MCT detector and a high 

temperature reaction chamber, Harrick Scientific Praying Mantis. Spectra were collected 

at the range of 4000−400 cm−1 by accumulating 64 scans at a 4 cm−1 resolution using 

Nicolet Omnic Software in Kubelka-Munk format. Aperture was set to 40 and auto gain 

option was used. The powder samples were placed in the cell and pretreated prior to each 

experiment under He flow at 400C for 70 minutes then cooled down to desired reaction 

temperature. The total flow rate of the gas entering the cell was maintained at 50 ml/min 
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throughout all the experiments. The background was collected using the sample at 

reaction temperature condition after activation. The outlet of the gas cell was connected 

to a mass spectrometer, INFICON Transpector CPM, and the selected characteristic 

masses of desired gases: NO (m/z = 30), NH3 (m/z = 17), N2 (m/z = 28), H2O (m/z = 17,18) 

and N2O (m/z = 44) were recorded [22], [30], [31]. 
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion 

6.1 Material Characterization 

The chemical compositions of the 3 samples obtained from the ICP-OES are listed in table 

4.1. with the remaining weight percent being oxygen, and silicon in the case of the zeolite 

incorporated catalysts. It is important to note the amount of metal present in the samples 

when comparing catalyst acidity and activity. For instance, MnCeTiOx contains about 

29.45 wt% Mn, 5.8 wt% Ce and 29.3 wt% Ti while both Mn-zeolite catalysts (Mn/MesoTS1 

and SG-Mn/MesoTS1) contain only around 4 wt% Mn and approximately 1 wt % Ti. 

Table 6. 1 Chemical Compositions of Catalyst Samples 

Catalyst Ce (wt %) Mn (wt %) Ti (wt %) Si (wt %) 
Si/Mn 

Ratio 

Fresh MnCeTiOx 5.81 29.45 29.31 - - 

Mn/MesoTS1 - 4.21 1.01 30.74 7.29 

SG-Mn/MesoTS1 - 3.87 0.92 30.41 7.86 

 

The morphology and metal active site distribution for Mn/MesoTS and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 

were revealed using STEM. The images were acquired for the catalysts before NH3-SCR, 

labeled as fresh-catalyst, and after NH3-SCR reaction, labeled as catalyst after reaction, to 

observe if any change in distribution takes place.  
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For Fresh Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst images demonstrated in figure 6.1 , some aggregates of 

Mn were observed that worsened after catalytic activity which could be due to sintering 

of Mn active sites forming large aggregates.  

    

Figure 6. 1 (a) STEM and (b) HAADF images for (i) Fresh Mn/MesoTS1 and (ii) Mn/MesoTS1 after reaction 

 

For the SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, figure 6.2, the dispersion of Mn throughout the catalyst 

seemed more widespread compared to the Mn/MesoTS1. Additionally, there was almost 

no difference observed between fresh and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst after reaction 

regarding the distribution of active sites (MnOx). This suggests that the secondary growth 

could limit or avoid the sintering of active sites. 

    

Figure 6. 2 (a) STEM and (b) HAADF images for (i) Fresh SG-Mn/MesoTS1 and (ii) SG-Mn/MesoTS1 after 
reaction 

 

a.i) b.i) a.ii) b.ii) 

a.i) b.i) a.ii) b.ii) 
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6.2 NH3-TPD Results 

The acidity of the catalysts were assessed by monitoring the amount of NH3 desorbed by 

temperature-programmed desorption experiments. The data obtained for MnCeTiOx, 

Mn/MesoTS1 and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 are illustrated in figure 6.3 and table 6.2. It is 

observed that the MnCeTiOx , figure 6.3.a, exhibited the highest acidity (adsorbed NH3 = 

143 µmol/g) compared to the other two catalyst. This is due to the high metal loading and 

large amount of Ti as reported in ICP-OES results (section 6.1). In the case of the Mn-

zeolite catalysts, figure 6.3.b, an increase in acidity was observed for SG-Mn/MesoTS1 

(adsorbed NH3 = 43.85µmol/g) compared to Mn/MesoTS1 (adsorbed NH3 = 22µmol/g). 

This correlates with  the additional acid sites that appear in NH3 adsorption during DRIFT 

FTIR study, section 6.4.2. This could be due to the integration of Mn in zeolite framework 

after secondary growth, and the probability of uncovering of some Ti sites or changing its 

localization could lead to more accessible sites for NH3 adsorption. These propositions are 

further explored by in-situ DRIFTS study (section 6.4). It was also observed that N2O is 

formed on all three catalysts between 200–380 °C via the oxidation of ammonia with 

active oxygen species on the catalyst surface. As NO activity is related to Mn content, we 

could attribute these active oxygen species to Mn species[32]. 
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Figure 6. 3 NH3-TPD profiles of A) MnCeTiOx  and B) Mn/mesoTS1 and SG@Mn/MesoTS1 catalysts. 

Table 6. 2 NH3 Adsorption amounts for Mn-Based Catalysts 

Catalyst 
NH3 adsorption amount 

(µmol/g) 

Fresh MnCeTiOx 143 

Mn/MesoTS1 22 

SG-Mn/MesoTS1 43.85 

 

6.3  H2-TPR Results 

Redox properties of the three catalysts were determined by H2-TPR experiments. The 

results obtained for MnCeTiOx are illustrated in figure 6. 4. a. and for Mn/MesotTS1 and 

SG-Mn/MesoTS1 in figure 6. 4. b.  In the case of MnCeTiOx, the reduction peak at 200–

450 °C is attributed to the reduction of Mn4+ and Mn3+ species to Mn2+, and the reduction 

peak at 450–650°C is ascribed to the reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ in a mixed oxide phase [28], 

[32]. Moreover, the peaks between 500°C and 700°C related to the reduction of Ce4+ to 

Ce3+ in a mixed oxide phase. The peak that appears at temperatures higher than 700°C 

could be related to TiOx[16], [28], [32]. 
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In the case of both Mn-zeolite catalysts, figure 6. 4. b, reduction peaks of Mn from MnO2 

→Mn2O3 → Mn3O4 → MnO at 200-500 °C were observed. Additionally, Reduction 

Temperatures of some species change after SG and the last peak shift to higher 

temperature which could be due to the localization and forms of Mn species and due to 

the effect of zeolite shell. The calculated H2 consumption related to Mn oxidation states 

are listed in table 6. 3. And, the avergae oxidation state calculated for each catalyst is 

presented in table 6. 4.  
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Figure 6. 4 H2-TPR profiles of a) Fresh MnCeTiOx and b) Mn/mesoTS1 and SG@Mn/MesoTS1 catalysts 

 

Table 6. 3 H2 consumption data related to oxidation state of Mn calculated from H2-TPR 

Catalyst 
H2 consumption related to Mn 

(mmol/g) 

Fresh MnCeTiOx 2.83 

Mn/MesoTS1 0.70 

SG-Mn/MesoTS1 0.40 

 

 

(b) (a) 
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Table 6. 4 Average oxidation state of Mn calculated from H2-TPR 

Catalyst Average oxidation state of Mn  

Fresh MnCeTiOx 3.06 

Mn/MesoTS1 3.83 

SG-Mn/MesoTS1 3.14 

 

6.4 In Situ DRIFTS 

6.4.1 Understanding reaction mechanism by DRIFTS FTIR 

To study the reaction mechanism, in situ DRIFTS FTIR experiments were carried out for all 

the samples at different feed compositions while maintaining the overall flow rate 

constant at 50 ml/min. MS data for NH3, NOx, N2O and H2O were collected in parallel from 

the gas exiting the cell to confirm DRIFTS observations. N2 signal in MS was neglected due 

to inaccurate trends and fluctuations in collected results which could be due to 

interference of N2 present in ambient air from leakage in the system. Therefore, reaction 

activity was determined by observing the evolution of H2O as reaction product. 

First, 500 ppm NH3 balanced in He is introduced to the sample and time-resolved DRIFTS 

spectra were collected to observe the evolution of bands related to NH3 adsorption. This 

step would allow us to identify the active sites on the catalyst surface including LAS and 

BAS. After the catalysts were saturated with NH3, the samples were then purged in He for 

45 minutes to remove physisorbed and non-interacting species. Afterwards, a flow 

containing 500 ppm NO and 5% O2 is introduced to the NH3 pretreated samples. Once 
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again, DRIFTS spectra were collected to follow the reaction between pre adsorbed NH3 

and NO+O2 by monitoring the decline in band intensities of adsorbed NH3 species and 

detect possible development of NOx related bands with time. The reaction between 

NO+O2 and pre adsorbed NH3 could help us verify if NH3 adsorbed on LAS and/or BAS take 

part in the reaction as performed by Leng et al.’s study on the influence of Mn addition 

to MnxCe0.3TiOx catalyst [20]. Additionally, the occurrence of a reaction verifies the 

applicability of the E-R mechanism during the NH3-SCR process as suggested by Xiao et 

al.’s study over Mn-Ce catalyst and Yang et al.’s observation over CeO2/TiO2 catalyst [10], 

[17]. 

In a second phase, NO+O2 is first introduced to the catalyst samples and DRIFTS spectra 

were collected with respect of time for 45 minutes. In this step, the different types of NOx 

species adsorbed on the surface are noted to understand the NO oxidation ability of the 

catalyst as well as identify possible key intermediates of the reaction as carried out by 

Yang et al. and Liu et al. [10], [16]. Then, the sample is purged with He before switching 

the feed to NH3 to observe the reaction between NH3 and pre adsorbed NO+O2. The prior 

reaction can help determine if the adsorbed NOx species are reacting with NH3 following 

the L-H mechanism, thus tracking down the key intermediates [16], [28].   

Finally, DRIFTS spectra were collected while flowing NO + NH3 + O2 to verify the 

substances present in the standard NH3 SCR reaction. This final step will help confirm the 
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participating species and conclude the dominating mechanism in the overall reaction [17], 

[23]. 

6.4.2  NH3 Pre-Adsorption and reaction with NO+O2 

To monitor the ammonia adsorption on the catalyst surface, each catalyst was activated 

at 400°C, cooled down to 150°C, and then exposed to 500 ppm NH3 in He for 45 minutes. 

Then, the feed gas was switched to 500 ppm NO and 5% O2 balanced in He to observe the 

reaction between NO+O2 and pre adsorbed NH3. DRIFTS spectra for NH3 adsorption on 

MnCeTiOx catalyst were collected with respect of time, figure 6.5.a. 
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Figure 6. 5 DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of a) 500 ppm NH3 on MnCeTiOx, b) 500 ppm NO + 

5% O2 on NH3-pretreated MnCeTiOx catalyst at 150°C. And MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT cell 

while exposing c) MnCeTiOx catalyst to 500 ppm NH3 and d) NH3-pretreated MnCeTiOx to 500 ppm NO + 

5% O2. 

Upon introducing NH3, bands at 3380, 3258, 3152, 1677, 1603, 1560, 1524, 1476, 1177 

cm-1 appear immediately. According to literature, the bands at the region of 3400-3100 

cm-1 are linked to N-H stretching vibrations [13], [16]. The bands at 3380, 3258 and 3152 

cm-1 are commonly linked to symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of N-H 

bands of NH3 species combined with LAS [12], [23], [33], [34]. Moreover, the bands at 
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1677, 1476 cm-1 are linked to bending vibrations of NH4
+ species adsorbed onto BAS [12], 

[34]. In addition, NH3 adsorbed onto LAS were detected at 1603 and 1177 cm-1 [16], [20], 

[23], [28], [35]. The bands at 1560 1524 cm-1 could be attributed to the presence of  -NH2 

intermediates formed from activation of NH3 by partial oxidation to produce –NH2 as 

suggested by Yu et al., Xiao et al., and gu et al. [9], [14], [17]. The negative band at 3740-

3600 is assigned to O-H stretching that is due to the depletion of surface hydroxyl groups 

[30], [34], [36].  

The band at 1603 cm-1 is consistently attributed to NH3 adsorbed onto LAS in literature 

[20], [23], [28], [34]. However, it is also suggested that the band might be caused by an 

overlapping of different species. Nam et al. suggested that this band might be caused by 

overlapping of the bands of bridged nitrates and coordinated NH3 on the Lewis acid site 

[23]. However, it is arguable if the band at 1603 cm-1 could be correlated to bridged 

nitrates as suggested, or to adsorbed NO2 which is widely attributed within the region 

1600-1640 cm-1 [16], [20], [22], [28], [33], [37]–[39]. Additionally, Rasmussen et al. [14] 

proposed that the band at this region is linked to H2O [40]. These observations agree with 

shan et al.’s proposed reaction of NH3 oxidation to produce both NOx and H2O species 

presented in equations (8-9)[3]. 

4NH3 + 5O2 → 4NO + 6H2O (8) 
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4NH3 + 7O2 → 4NO2 + 6H2O 
(9) 

Conversely, this is not the case for MnCeTiOx after NH3 exposure because first, the 

oxidation products, NO and NO2, described before in equation (8) and (9) were not 

detected by the mass spectrometry data (MS), figure 6.5.b, in the outlet gas during all the 

reaction time. Moreover, the intensity of H2O in the outlet gas was increased within the 

first minutes while the DRIFTS band at 1603 cm-1 is also increasing. After 5 minutes, the 

DRIFTS band intensity is stable while the H2O signal in the MS start to decrease. Thus, the 

band at 1603 cm-1 is not related to H2O, and it is assigned to NH3 adsorbed onto LAS. 

Additionally, the adsorption of NH3 on the catalyst surface can be verified by following the 

intensity of detected NH3 by MS as the intensity in the outlet gas increases steadily for 40 

minutes until the catalyst surface is saturated. Therefore, both Lewis acid and Brønsted 

acid sites were confirmed to be present for the MnCeTiOx catalyst.  

Consequently, the increase in H2O signal detected by MS in the first few minutes could be 

caused by the dihydroxylation of metal oxides. This reaction could be taking place due to 

oxygen species presented on the metal-oxide catalyst surface, and the presence of 

hydroxyl groups formed after reaction of adsorbed NH3 (NH3(ad)) with oxygen attached to 

the metal (O(ad)) to produce NH2 adsorbed (NH2(ad)) and M-OH (OH(a)) increasing the 

probability of interactions [41].The reactions describing the formation of water are shown 

in equations (10-11). 
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NH3(ad) + O(ad) → NH2(ad) + OH(ad) (10) 

2OH(ad)  H2O(g) + O(ad)  (11) 

The reversible scheme of water formation and dissociation on metal oxides as suggested 

by Marikutsa et al. is illustrated in figure 6.6, where two hydroxyl groups interact with 

each other to form water molecules [42].   

 

Figure 6. 6 Hydroxylation and dihydroxylation scheme on metal oxide [42] 

 

Then, H2O intensity detected by MS decreases as it could react with NH3 to form NH4
+ as 

presented in equation (12) [6]. 

2NH3 + H2O → 2NH4
+ + O2

- (12) 

When NO+O2 mixture is introduced to the pretreated MnCeTiOx, shown in figure 6.5.c, 

bands related to adsorbed NH3 onto LAS (3380,  3258, 3152, 1603 and 1187 cm-1) and BAS 

(1677 cm-1) continue to decrease with time until completely disappearing after 25 

minutes. Also, a band related to adsorbed H2O, within the region of 3200-3600 cm-1 

appeared after all the pre adsorbed NH3 is consumed [43]. This could indicate that at real 
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operating conditions, the presence of water might hinder the catalytic activity since 

different species could compete to adsorb on the active sites. Bands related to adsorbed 

NOx are detected at 1649, 1618, 1567, and 1255 cm-1.  The bands in the range of 1650-

1500 cm-1 are mostly attributed to surface nitrates or nitro species adsorbed mainly on 

the transition metal active sites [22], [44]. Though, due to similar vibrations of different 

nitrate structures such as monodentate, bridging monodentate and chelating bidentate 

species, accurate identification of these bands is not straightforward and are attributed 

based on repetition and current leading literatures [22], [44]. The bands at 1600-1650 cm-

1 are commonly attributed to adsorbed NO2 species [16], [20], [22], [23], [28], [33], [37]–

[39]. The band at 1567 cm-1 is associated with bidentate nitrates and the band at 1255 

cm-1 is attributed to monodentate nitrates [20], [23], [28]. The band at 3200-3600 cm-1 is 

related to adsorbed H2O. It is noticed that the adsorbed NO2 species at 1649 cm-1 appears 

after 5 minutes then disappears at t =25 minutes. This means that adsorbed NO2 reacts 

with adsorbed NH3 as observed in a MnOx/CeO2 study by Xu et al. [30]. The negative O-H 

band at 3740-3600 cm-1 became strongly negative after introducing NO+O2 into the 

reaction process and was still present even after all the NH3 bands disappeared. This 

indicates an interaction between adsorbed NOx and the O-H group are taking place and 

confirms NOx adsorption on the surface.  

DRIFTS data indicate that the adsorbed NH3 species on the MnCeTiOx catalyst reacts with 

either gaseous NO or adsorbed NOx species. This phenomenon can be confirmed by the 
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MS data shown in Figure 6.5..d. When the catalyst was exposed to NO+O2, the intensity 

of detected NOx species in the outlet gas showed a slight jump in intensity as some NOx 

exits the reactor. Then, MS signal for NOx gradually increases with time until all the NH3 

on the catalyst surface is consumed and NOx is adsorbed on the available active sites until 

the surface is saturated and NOx signal in the MS became stable. The overall 

reaction/interaction time, as observed by MS, between NOx and NH3 over the catalyst 

was about 35 minutes. During this time, a significant amount of H2O was observed as a 

product in the outlet gas outlet which started to increase at t=5 minutes and continued 

to increase for 7 minutes before starting to gradually decrease. This confirms the catalyst 

activity for the NH3-SCR reaction.   

For Mn/MesoTS1 in Fig 6.6.a, only two bands were present during the NH3 treatment: 

3381 and 3281 cm-1. The band at 3381 cm-1 is assigned to asymmetric stretching of NH3 

while the band at 3281 cm-1 is assigned to symmetric stretching of NH3, both bands are 

attributed NH3 adsorbed onto LAS [35]. The intensities of the NH3 adsorption bands were 

relatively lower compared to the MnCeTiOx because of the low metal content and the 

absence of Ce in the catalyst framework. Also, the absence of the bands observed during 

NH3 adsorption on MnCeTiOx catalyst could indicate low NH3 adsorption in the case of the 

Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst. Moreover, the negative O-H band was not existent during NH3 

adsorption on the Mn impregnated on MesoTS1 zeolite. This could be due to the weak 

activity of silanol and titanol groups (Si-OH and Ti-OH) and low interaction with NH3. This 
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also explains the absence of BAS since it is linked to the bridging (Si-OH-M) hydroxyls, 

where M is a positive cation such as Tix+ or Mnx+ [25].  

MS data after NH3 contact with Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, shown in figure 6.6.b, confirms NH3 

adsorption since the intensity of the NH3 MS signal gradually increases with time until the 

active sites are saturated. Additionally, the NH3 signal reaches steady state faster for 

Mn/MesoTS compared to MnCeTiOx, approximately at t=25 minutes compared to t=40 

minutes, respectively, confirming the low NH3 adsorption on the surface of Mn/MesoTS1. 

Water vapor in the outlet gas was also detected along with NOx species for the first 6 

minutes or so before becoming stable. This indicates that NH3 oxidation reaction might 

be taking place producing gaseous NOx and H2O vapor following reaction 8 and 9 stated 

previously.  

When the Mn/MesoTS1 sample is exposed to NO+O2 after He purge, figure 6.6.c, a slight 

decrease in the bands related to NH3 were observed with no detection of NOx species. 

The MS intensity of NO gas passing through Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, figure 6.6.d, was 

slightly increasing for the first 10 minutes before reaching a stable state and most of the 

gas in the feed passes through without any interactions. This confirms that gaseous NO 

interacts with the pre-adsorbed NH3 verifying the E-R mechanism. This correlates with the 

slight decrease in the IR band intensity of NH3 observed in DRIFTS with no detection of 

NOx species (figure 6.7.c). Also, a small amount of product H2O is detected in MS that 

decreases with time, confirming catalyst activity. The spike in H2O gas intensity at t=0 
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could be an error from residual H2O found in either the pipelines or the valves as observed 

in most sample in the previous and upcoming sections.  

 

 

    

Figure 6. 7 DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of a) 500 ppm NH3, b) 500 ppm NO + 5% O2 on NH3-

pretreated Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst at 150°C. And MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT cell while 

exposing c) Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst to 500 ppm NH3 and d) NH3-pretreated Mn/MesoTS1 to 500 ppm NO + 

5% O2. 
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Unlike the Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, when SG-Mn/MesoTS1 is exposed to NH3 gas flow, 

figure 6.7.a, bands related to adsorbed NH3 onto LAS appeared at 3380, 3283, 3215-3180, 

and 1604 cm-1[35]. Additionally, two negative bands associated with O-H stretching at 

3730 and 3657 cm-1 which could be linked to isolated and geminal silanol groups as well 

as internal silanols or strongly interacting vicinal as explained by Zhang et al. [45]. The 

existence of Si-OH and Mn-OH-Si interactions were accessible after secondary growth of 

silicalite1 to form silanol groups as well Brønsted acid sites which indicates an increase in 

the acidity of the catalyst proved also in NH3-TPD results. Subsequently, the band at 1730 

cm-1 was detected and is attributed to NH bending mode for NH4
+ species on BAS [20].  
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Figure 6. 8 DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of a) 500 ppm NH3, b) 500 ppm NO + 5% O2 on NH3-

pretreated SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst at 150°C. And MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT cell while 

exposing c) SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst to 500 ppm NH3 and d) NH3-pretreated SG-Mn/MesoTS1 to 500 ppm 

NO + 5% O2. 

The MS data for SG-Mn/MesoTS1, figure 6.8.b, showed similar trends to MnCeTiOx 

catalyst for NH3 signal as it increases with time until reaching stability after approximately 

30 minutes while the H2O signal is increasing for the first 10 minutes then decreases until 

stable. This event could also be due to the interactions between the hydroxyl groups to 

produce H2O as described previously in equations 10 and 11. 
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According to Uchino et al. the dihydroxylation reaction can occur also from two silanols 

facing each other since it is reasonable to expect that some Si atoms are bonded to more 

than two OH groups at the surface of highly hydroxylated silicon [46]. If the silanol 

condensation reaction takes place in this case, an edge-sharing dimer is expected to be 

formed following the scheme illustrated in figure 6.9. 

 

Figure 6. 9 Dihydroxylation reaction involving two adjacent silanol groups as suggested by Uchuni et al. 
[46] 

Janiszewska et al. suggested that for silicalite-1, LAS are created by dihydroxylation of 

silanol groups that are close enough to react and form water following the scheme 

illustrated in figure 6.10 [47]. This could explain the additional band related to NH3 linked 

to LAS at 1604 cm-1 which was present for SG-Mn/MesoTS1 but not for Mn/MesoTS. The 

additional LAS could be produced by the formation silanol groups in the form of (Si-O-Ti) 

or/and (Si-O-Mn), and BAS by forming hydroxyl groups (Si-OH-Ti) or/and (Si-OH-Mn). 

 

Figure 6. 10 Dihydroxylation reaction involving two adjacent silanol groups as suggested by Janiszewska et 
al.[47] 
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After exposing the NH3 pretreated SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst to NO+O2 , shown in figure 

6.8.c, vibration bands related to adsorbed NH3 onto LAS at 3380, 3283, 3180 and 1607 

cm-1 continue to decrease with time while bands related to adsorbed NO2 at 1643 cm-1, 

monodentate nitrates at 1563 and 1252 cm-1 start to appear with increasing intensity with 

time[11], [23], [28], [39]. The negative O-H at 3730 cm-1 slightly increased for the first 9 

minutes of NO+O2 exposure then decreased as NOx species start to appear. Another 

negative O-H band at 3657 cm-1 start to increase as NH3 bands start to decrease.   

The MS data for SG-Mn/MesoTS1 during reaction between NO+O2 and pre adsorbed NH3, 

figure 6.8.d, also showed similar behavior to MnCeTiOx catalyst.  The intensity of detected 

NOx species in the outlet gas showed a slight jump in intensity as some NOx exits the 

reactor. Then, MS signal for NOx gradually increases with time until becoming became 

stable. The overall reaction/interaction time, as observed by MS, between NOx and NH3 

over the catalyst was around 18 minutes for SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst. During this time, 

H2O was observed as a product in the outlet gas confirming the catalyst activity for the 

NH3-SCR reaction.  

During NH3 adsorption, LAS were identified for all three catalysts. However, only 

MnCeTiOx and Sg-Mn/MesoTS1 showed vibration bands related to NH4
+

 linked to BAS 

while Mn/MesoTS1 did not. Additionally, both catalysts, fresh MnCeTiOx and Sg-

Mn/mesoTS1, showed common negative hydroxyl bands. This negative band is due to the 

depletion of O-H that could be related to the formation of NH4
+ on the Brønsted sites [22]. 
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This could implement that the secondary silicalite-1 growth over the Mn/MesoTS1 might 

increase acidity due to incorporating Mn in the zeolite framework rather than depositing 

Mn on the surface. These observations complement the NH3-TPD result described in 

section 6.2 that shows higher acidity in comparison to Mn/MesoTS1. While the activity at 

low temperature, in the case of Mn/MesoTS1, is higher than SG-Mn/MesoTS1 due to the 

good redox ability as observed in H2-TPR results, section 6. 3.  

The NH3 adsorption as described in literature is portrayed in the following equations (13-

15) where (g) stands for gaseous and (ad) for adsorbed [6], [14], [17], [28]: 

NH3(g) → NH3(ad) 
(13) 

NH3(ad) + O(ad) → NH2(ad) + OH (ad) 
(14) 

NH3(g) + H+ 
→ NH4

+  (15) 

For MnCeTiOx and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 reactions 13-15 can take place since NH3 is adsorbed 

on both LAS and BAS. However, in the case of Mn/MesoTS1, only equations 13 and 14 are 

considered noteworthy as only LAS were observed. The availability of LAS is essential for 

NH3 partial oxidation to occur and produce NH2 intermediates that play a significant role 

in the SCR reaction.  
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Then, the pre adsorbed NH3 could react with either gaseous NO following the E-R 

mechanism or with adsorbed NOx following the L-H mechanism as explained in section 

2.5. From DRIFTS and MS results, it was observed that pre adsorbed NH3 is reacting with 

gaseous NO following the E-R mechanism for all three catalysts. The reaction that takes 

place by this mechanism is described below in equation 16. In this mechanism, NH3 

adsorbed onto LAS is essential to form NH2 and react with gaseous NO to produce H2O 

and N2.  

NH2(ad) + NO(g) → N2(g) + H2O(g) 
(16) 

Furthermore, bands related to adsorbed NOx species were also detected in the case of 

both MnCeTiOx and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 which could indicate the occurrence of the L-H 

mechanism as well. This notion will be further investigated in the following section.  

6.4.3 NO+O2 Pre-Adsorption and reaction with NH3 

DRIFTS is used to monitor the NO+O2 adsorption on the catalyst surface and the formation 

of new surface species participating in the NH3-SCR reaction to identify the reaction 

mechanism of NH3-SCR. Before starting the NO+O2 adsorption, the catalyst was activated 

in He at 400°C for 70 minutes and cooled down to 150°C. Then, it was exposed to 500 

ppm NO + 5 % O2 balanced in He and data were collected with respect of time for 45 

minutes. After the catalysts were pretreated with NO+O2, it was flushed for 45 minutes 

in He to remove unreacted surface species then exposed to NH3 for another 45 minutes. 
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Upon NO+O2 adsorption on MnCeTiOx catalyst, shown in figure 6.11.a, bands related to 

adsorbed NO2 (1618 cm-1) bidentate nitrates (1577 cm-1), and monodentate nitrate (1555 

cm-1), were observed [12], [16], [20], [23], [33], [37], [38]. Additionally, a band possibly 

related to bridged nitrate, as mentioned in literature, started to appear after 5 minutes 

at 1236 cm-1 [20], [33], [38]. The generation of adsorbed NO2 species on the catalyst 

surface is an important factor, especially combined with adsorbed NO species that could 

increase SCR reaction activity through its promotion of a fast SCR reaction that could 

occur during the de-NOx process. Furthermore, a negative band associated with the 

depletion of O-H group is detected within the range of 3740-3365 cm-1. And, a broad 

positive O-H band was observed between 3650-3100 cm-1, which indicates the formation 

of water on the catalyst surface.  

To confirm NOx adsorption on the MnCeTiOx catalyst surface, the mass spectroscopy (MS) 

signal intensity of gaseous NOx was followed in the outlet gas, figure 6.11.b. The NO signal 

began to increase gradually for 35 minutes until stabilizing as the active sites are saturated 

with adsorbed NOx species and the gaseous NO flows straight to the outlet without 

further interactions. Additionally, some amount of water vapor was detected in the outlet 

gas within the first 8 minutes or so, before quickly decreasing while it was also observed 

in DRIFTS spectra that the band related to adsorbed water only start to appear after 

approximately 9 minutes. The water could be coming from the residual humidity in 

pipelines and valves.  
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When the NO+O2 pretreated MnCeTiOx catalyst is exposed to NH3, shown in figure 6.11. 

c, bands related to N-H vibration correlated to adsorbed NH3 species onto LAS start to 

appear instantly within one minute at the region of 3400-3100 and 1602 cm-1 and are 

stable with time. An additional band at 1286 cm-1 that was not present during NH3 pre-

adsorption on MnCeTiOx was observed after interaction with pre adsorbed NO+O2 and 

could be attributed to the deformation of NH3 species as observed by Liu et al. under 

similar conditions over MnCeTiOx catalyst[16]. Furthermore, bands related to adsorbed 

NH4
+ and -NH2 intermediates were detected at 1670, and 1510 cm-1, respectively [14], 

[17].  Meanwhile, the bands related to adsorbed NO2, monodentate nitrates and bridged 

nitrate at 1618, 1555, and 1233 cm-1, respectively, disappeared instantly in less than one 

minute. However, the band related to bidentate nitrate at 1577 cm-1 remained the same 

throughout the exposure to NH3 gas flow. Hence, if bidentate nitrate is adsorbed on the 

MnCeTiOx catalyst surface it would not react with NH3 and could hinder the SCR reaction 

by occupying active sites as suggested by Yu et al. [14] However as some adsorbed NOx 

species including NO2, monodentate and bridged nitrates, could participate in the NH3-

SCR reaction over the MnCeTiOx catalyst, L-H mechanism could take place.  

The reaction is verified by MS results, shown in figure 6.11.d, by looking into NH3 

consumption and reaction products. The main reaction products are N2 and H2O, 

however, only H2O generation signal was considered since N2 signal was not very clear 

and was hard to quantify. For fresh MnCeTiOx, the NH3 MS signal intensity starts low as 
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most of the NH3 is being adsorbed on the catalyst or reacting with pre adsorbed NO+O2. 

Then the signal progressively rises with time as the remaining NH3 flows to the outlet with 

less interactions. Additionally, H2O MS signal suddenly rises when NH3 is introduced this 

is due to NH3 reacting with pre adsorbed NOx producing H2O. it is also noted that NH3 is 

also interacting with O-H groups producing -NH2 and H2O [45].   

 

Figure 6. 11 DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of a) 500 ppm NO+O2 on MnCeTiOx , b) 500 ppm 
NH3 on NO+O2 -pretreated MnCeTiOx catalyst at 150°C. And MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT cell 
while exposing c) MnCeTiOx catalyst to 500 ppm NO+O2 and d) NO+O2-pretreated MnCeTiOx to 500 ppm 

NH3. 
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On the other hand, when NO+O2 is pre adsorbed on Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, illustrated in 

figure 6.12.a, two broad bands appear with relatively low intensities at 1626 and 1471 

cm-1 which could be related to adsorbed NO2 molecules and monodentate nitrates, 

respectively [23], [26]. Additionally, water formation is observed within the range of 

3160-3540 cm-1. 

For the supported zeolite catalysts, Mn/MesoTS1, the intensity of NO in MS, figure 6.12.b, 

started slightly lower than the final achieved saturation level and reached saturation 

quickly confirming low NO adsorption. The MS signal for water increased exponentially as 

water is being adsorbed on the catalyst surface as observed in DRIFTS results.  

When exposing NO+O2 pretreated Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst to NH3, shown in figure 6.12.c, 

The bands that were generated during the NO+O2 pretreatment which were correlated to 

adsorbed NO2 and monodentate nitrate at 1626 and 1472 cm-1 disappeared instantly 

while bands related to NH3 adsorbed to LAS start to appear within the region of 3165-

3375 cm-1. MS data for Mn/MesoTS1, shown in figure 6.12.d, confirms that NH3 is being 

adsorbed as the signal gradually increases with time. The H2O detected in the outlet could 

be reaction product and/or H2O desorption because of NH3 occupying the same active 

site at which adsorbed water was adsorbed during the pretreatment.  
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Figure 6. 12 DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of a) 500 ppm NO+O2 on Mn/MesoTS1, b) 500 ppm 
NH3 on NO+O2 -pretreated Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst at 150°C. And MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT 
cell while exposing c) Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst to 500 ppm NO+O2 and d) NO+O2-pretreated Mn/MesoTS1 to 

500 ppm NH3. 

As for Sg-Mn/MesoTS1, figure 6.13.a, four bands related to adsorbed NOx species appear 

when exposed to NO+O2 at 1643, 1587, and 1563 cm-1. The band at 1643 cm-1 is related 

to adsorbed NO2, the band at 1563 cm-1 is related to monodentate nitrate, and the band 

at 1587 cm-1 is linked to bidentate nitrate [11], [16], [23], [28], [36], [48], [49]. A broad 
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band related to adsorbed H2O started to emerge and grow with time within the range of 

3050-3450 cm-1 and a negative O-H band was observed at 3733 cm-1.  

The NOx MS intensity, figure 6.13.b, continued to increase gradually for approximately 25 

minutes while the NOx MS signal during NO+O2 adsorption on Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, 

figure 6.13.b, reached saturation in 15 minutes. This aligns suitably with the DRIFTS 

results since SG-Mn/MesoTS1 showed more bands related to NOx adsorption than 

Mn/MesoTS1. This confirms that the SG-Mn/MesoTS1 demonstrates higher interaction 

with NO compared to Mn/MesoTS1. The MS signal for water exponentially decreases for 

both Mn-Zeolite catalysts as water is being adsorbed on the catalyst surface as observed 

in DRIFTS results.  

The reaction between pre adsorbed NO+O2 with NH3 over the SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, 

shown in figure 6.13.c, exhibited similar behavior to MnCeTiOx. bands related to adsorbed 

NH3 on LAS started to appear immediately and continued to increase in the region of 

3180-3374 cm-1 and 1604 cm-1. A band related to NH4
+ linked to BAS appeared at 1685 

cm-1 and a band related to -NH2 at 1547 cm-1. The bands corresponding to adsorbed NO2 

and monodentate nitrate at 1643 and 1563 cm-1 disappeared as soon as NH3 gas flow is 

introduced to the feed which denotes that adsorbed NOx is reacting with NH3. However, 

the band related to bidentate nitrate at 1584 cm-1 was present and stable throughout the 

reaction period. The behavior of adsorbed bidentate nitrate with NH3 on SG-Mn/MesoTS1 

is similar to MnCeTiOx which confirms that bidentate nitrate species do not participate in 
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the reaction at 150 °C and accumulation of this species on the surface could deactivate 

the catalyst [14]. These species are considered as stable nitrates that couldn’t react at 

150°C. 

The MS data for NH3 on SG-Mn/MesoTS1 during the reaction is shown in figure 6.13.d. 

The MS signal for NH3 is gradually increasing progressively as NH3 is being adsorbed on 

the catalyst. The H2O intensity in the MS signal increases significantly for the first 10 

minutes then starts to decrease until stable. During the first 10 minutes, DRIFT peaks 

related to NOx are decreasing. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that the water vapor 

in the outlet gas is a product generated from the NH3-SCR process. The decrease in H2O 

signal in MS could mean that all the pre adsorbed NOx have reacted and no further 

reaction is taking place. It could also be correlated to the competitive adsorption between 

H2O and NH3 on the catalyst surface as observed in the NO + O2 pre adsorption phase. 

The rise of the H2O signal in SG-Mn/MesoTS1 is reasonably higher, meaning more H2O 

were detected in the outlet gas, compared to that of Mn/MesoTS1 and showed almost 

similar trend to that of MnCeTiOx catalyst. 
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Figure 6. 13 DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of a) 500 ppm NO+O2 on SG-Mn/MesoTS1, b) 500 
ppm NH3 on NO+O2 -pretreated SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst at 150°C. And MS data collected from gas exiting 

DRIFT cell while exposing c) SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst to 500 ppm NO+O2 and d) NO+O2-pretreated SG-
Mn/MesoTS1 to 500 ppm NH3. 

 

The mixed oxide catalyst, MnCeTiOx, exhibited higher adsorption intensity for NO species 

including adsorbed NO2, bidentate nitrate, monodentate nitrate and bridged nitrate 

because of the higher metal oxides loading (Mn 29.45 wt% and Ti 29.31 wt %, ICP results 

section 6.1). On the other hand, Mn/MesoTS1, showed less peaks related to NOx, and the 
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variation of species was also less, only NO2 and monodentate nitrate were adsorbed on 

the surface. Additionally, the band definition and intensity were relatively low for the 

Mn/MesoTS compared to MnCeTiOx.  However, after protection with a secondary growth 

of silicalite1 more NOx species were adsorbed on the SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst including 

NO2, bidentate and monodentate nitrates, and the band intensities increased and were 

nicely defined. In addition, SG-Mn/MesoTS1 showed a negative band related to hydroxyl 

group depletion which was also present in the case of MnCeTiOx [30], [34], [36].  

This correlates with the available hydroxyl groups in MnCeTiOx due to the variation of 

existing metals and the presence of higher amount of Mn and Ti in the framework. 

Meanwhile, Mn/MesoTS1 and Sg-Mn/MesoTS1 relies solely on the Mn active sites (Mn 

content ~ 4 wt %) and very low amount of titanium (~ 1 wt %) present in zeolite support 

TS1. However, the performance was enhanced for the Mn after protection in the case of 

SG-Mn/MesoTS1 could be due to incorporating Mn in the zeolite framework which 

increases the acidity by forming Si-O-Mn. These characteristics make both MnCeTiOx and 

SG-Mn/MesoTS1 exhibit more active sites compared to Mn/MesoTS1 as explained in the 

NH3 adsorption section. However, Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst showed better overall 

conversion at 150C compared to SG-Mn/MesoTS1 during catalytic activity 

measurement, figure S. 1, this indicates that at low temperature the activity could rely 

more on the redox property compared to the catalyst acidity while at high temperatures 

the opposite might be true. 
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The L-H mechanism reactions are described in equations (17- 25) as follows [6], [14], [28]:  

NO(g) + O(ad) → NO2(ad) 
(17) 

NO(g) + ½ O(g) → NO2(ad) 
(18) 

NO2(ad) + O(ad)→ NO3(ad) 
(19) 

NO2(ad) + NH4
+

(ad) → NH4NO2 → N2(g) + H2O(g) 
(20) 

NO2(ad) + NH2(ad) → NH4NO3  (21) 

NH4NO3 → N2O + H2O (22) 

NH4NO3 → NH4
+

(ad) + NO3(ad) 
(23) 

NO2(ad) + NH2(ad) → N2(g) + H2O(g) + O(ad) 
(24) 

NO3(ad) + NH4
+

(ad) → NH4NO3 → N2O + H2O (25) 

Equations 17 and 18 describe the formation of adsorbed NO2 species and equation 19 

defines the adsorption of nitrate species. Equations 20-24 explains the reaction between 

adsorbed NO2 species with NH4
+

 adsorbed on BAS, and NH2 intermediates. And lastly, 
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equation 25 describes the reaction between nitrate species with NH4
+ adsorbed onto BAS. 

These reactions can take place in the cases of MnCeTiOx and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 due to 

available and active BAS and possible oxidation of NH3 to form NH2 on the catalyst surface. 

However, in the case of Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, equations 20, 23, 25 are excluded due to 

the absence of NH4
+.  

6.4.4 NH3-SCR (NH3+NO+O2) 

To confirm the participating species and reaction mechanism of the NH3-SCR reaction 

over the three catalysts, all the reacting gases in the NH3-SCR of NOx were introduced at 

the same time. DRIFTS spectra are collected after exposing the catalyst to 500 ppm NH3 + 

500 ppm NO + 5% O2 balanced in He in a total flow rate is 50 mL/min at 150C. Before 

each experiment, the catalyst was activated at 400 C under He flow for 70 minutes then 

cooled down to reaction temperature (150 C). For the MnCeTiOx, shown in figure 6.14.a, 

bands related to adsorbed NH3 on LAS in the range of 3154-3380 cm-1, 1603 and at 1177 

were detected immediately. Moreover, the bands related to adsorbed NH4
+

 on BAS 

appeared at 1661, and 1476 cm-1 after 5 minutes of exposing the catalyst to the feed [9]. 

In addition, a negative band at 3690 cm-1 which is associated with O-H depletion was 

detected [50]. Also, bands related to -NH2 intermediates were observed at 1560 and 

1528cm-1. These bands are identical to the ones that appeared during NH3 adsorption 

however the intensities were lower, which could be related to the continuous reaction of 

NO with the adsorbed species. In addition, peaks related to adsorbed NOx were hard to 
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identify when all the gas species were introduced simultaneously (NO +O2 + NH3) 

compared to what was observed during NO+O2 adsorption in the previous section 

(section 6.4.3). The peak at 1560 cm-1, attributed to-NH2 intermediates, could also be an 

overlap between vibration bands related to -NH2 and monodentate nitrates. Similarly, the 

vibration band at 1603 cm-1 could be an overlap between N-H stretching band linked to 

NH3 onto LAS and vibration band of adsorbed NO2.  

This entitles that under standard conditions, NH3 species are more likely to occupy vacant 

acid sites and react rapidly with gaseous NO and possibly some adsorbed NOx. According 

to the previous conditions, both E-R and L-H reaction pathways could take place, but the 

E-R mechanism dominates in the NH3-SCR reaction over MnCeTiOx catalyst at 150C. This 

agrees with Li et al.’s observation on NH3-SCR over MnCe-based catalyst at 180C where 

they concluded that the reaction mainly followed the E-R mechanism and L-H 

contribution could be considered negligible [13]. 

MS data collected from the gas exiting the cell during the SCR reaction over MnCeTiOx 

catalyst, illustrated in figure 6.14.b, showed that at the first few seconds most of the gases 

were detected at the outlet. Then, most of the introduced NH3 is continuously being 

adsorbed on the catalyst surface and reacting and only traces amount of NH3 is exiting 

the cell throughout the reaction time. The MS intensity of NO species drops within the 

first minute and is steady for 8 minutes as NOx species are quickly reacting and possibly 

adsorbed on the catalyst surface. During this period N2O signal was detected along with 
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H2O in the outlet gas which could indicate the oxidation of NH3 to produce N2O and H2O. 

Then NO signal increases steadily until t=15 before reaching a stable intensity where it is 

steadily reacting with NH3. 

  

Figure 6. 14 a) DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposureof 500 ppm NH3 + 500 ppm NO + 5% O2 on 
MnCeTiOx catalyst 150°C and b) MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT cell. 

 

When flowing NH3 + NO + O2 over Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst, figure 6.15.a, NH3 adsorbed 

bands linked to N-H stretching vibrations were observed at 3380, 3281 and 3165 cm-1. No 

bands related to NH4
+, NOx species nor the negative O-H band were observed. This 

confirms that for Mn/MesoTS1 at 150C, the E-R mechanism for NH3-SCR of NOx is also 

dominant over L-H mechanism.   

MS data shown in figure 6.15.b show that NH3, and water signal show similar pattern as 

they both increase for the first 10 minutes then remain stable. On the other hand, NO 

intensity showed the same trend for the first 15 minutes but continued to slightly 
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increases. This indicates that NOx reacts with adsorbed NH3 for the duration of the process 

and the water detected in the outlet is a product of the NH3-SCR reaction. 

 

Figure 6. 15 a) DRIFTS Spectra obtained a) DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of 500 ppm NH3 + 500 

ppm NO + 5% O2 on Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst 150°C and b) MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT cell. 

On the other hand, DRIFTS spectra collected after exposing SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst to a 

feed of NH3 + NO + O2, figure 6.16.a, showed a different behavior compared to that of 

Mn/MesoTS1 but similar to MnCeTiOx. Bands appeared at 3379, 3281, 1607 and 1555 cm-

1 immediately upon exposure to gas flow. The bands at 3379, 3281, 3179 are related to 

N-H stretching. The band at 1555 cm-1 could be linked to overlapping species of -NH2 

intermediates and monodentate nitrate. Similarly, the band at 1607 cm-1 could also be an 

overlap between the band related to adsorbed NO2 species and N-H bending of NH3 onto 

LAS. A band related to adsorbed NH4
+ on BAS start to appear after 5 minutes at 1730 cm-

1. The negative O-H band at 3730 cm-1 appeared instantly after 1 minute and continued 

to decrease as the other bands increases in intensity. A broad band in the region 3420-

3640 cm-1 was also observed which is related to adsorbed H2O on the catalyst surface, its 
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intensity increased with time. Similar to the case of MnCeTiOx, the adsorbed NOx species 

observed during NO+O2 adsorption where not all present during full SCR conditions when 

NH3+NO+O2 are simultaneously present and introduced into the feed.  Therefore, it is 

concluded that at real conditions, active sites on the SG-Mn/MesoTS1 also favors NHx 

adsorption over NOx species.  

MS data obtained for SG-Mn/MesoTS1 , shown in figure 6.16.b, confirmed that upon first 

contact between the gaseous mixture and the catalyst, both NO and NH3 are being 

adsorbed for appriximately 5 minutes. after this period, generation of H2O signal was 

observed and N2O was detected in the outlet gas. Then, NH3 MS signal increases until 

reaching stability as it is continiously being adsorbed and reacting with gaseous NO. 

Additonally, The N2O and NH3 MS signal are inversely proptional which could suggest NH3 

oxidation producing N2O. Therefore, it is concluded that both E-R and L-H mechanism take 

place over the SG-Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst at 150C. However, the E-R is more favorable for 

the SCR reaction since L-H leads to producing undesired products such as N2O as observed 

in both MnCeTiOx  and SG-Mn/MesoTS1.   
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Figure 6. 16 a) DRIFTS Spectra obtained during exposure of 500 ppm NH3 + 500 ppm NO + 5% O2 on SG-
Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst 150°C and b) MS data collected from gas exiting DRIFT cell. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

A series of Mn-based catalysts, including a Mn-mixed oxide (MnCeTiOx), Mn-zeolite 

(Mn/MesoTS1) and protected Mn-zeolite (SG-Mn/MesoTS1) catalysts were tested to 

explore the possible reaction pathway and participating species in the NH3-SCR via in situ 

diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) study coupled with 

mass spectrometric (MS) data. The following conclusions were obtained from material 

characterization and in-situ DRIFTS experiments: 

1- MnCeTiOx exhibits highest acidity followed by SG-Mn/MesoTS1 then 

Mn/MesoTS1. This is due to the high metal loading in MnCeTiOx (29.45 wt % Mn 

and 29.31 wt% Ti). MnCeTiOx catalyst also presents the highest number of acid 

sites and as consequence more species contributing to the NH3-SCR of NOx could 

be adsorbed on the surface including stable bidentate nitrates that do not 

contribute to the reaction at low temperature (150 °C).   

2- The acidity of SG@Mn/MesoTS1 increased in comparison to Mn/MesoTS1, and 

additional acid sites were observed during DRIFTS FTIR study. This could be due to 

the integration of Mn in zeolite framework after secondary growth. Also, the 

probability of uncovering of some Ti sites or changing its localization may have led 

to the creation of more acid sides by forming Si-O-Mn and Si-O-Ti groups. Thus, 

more accessible sites for NH3 adsorption due to the presence of new BAS and LAS 

as observed by DRIFTS study which were non-existent before SG.  
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3- . However, the secondary growth of silicalite-1 on Mn/MesoTS1 catalyst decreases 

the redox properties as observed by H2-TPR. This explain the decrease in the low 

temperature NH3-SCR reaction in comparison to Mn/MesoTS1 (figure S. 1) 

4- In-Situ DRIFTS results show that both BAS and LAS play a role at low temperature 

for MnCeTiOx and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 and both L-H and E-R pathways take place as 

observed by reaction between pre adsorbed NH3 with NO+O2 and vice versa. 

However, in standard SCR conditions, in the presence of NH3+NO+O2, the E-R 

mechanism was dominating the catalytic reaction at 150C. On the other hand, 

only LAS was participating in the de-NOx reaction over Mn/MesoTS1 and L-H 

mechanism could be considered negligible and only E-R mechanism was 

participating at 150C.  
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Chapter 8: Future Work and Recommendations 

Many important details have been found in the present report that contributes to the 

understating of zeolite addition, and protection for Mn-based catalyst. The reaction 

mechanism for Mn-based catalyst with mixed oxides, zeolite impregnation and protection 

(by secondary growth of silicalite-1) were investigated. However, additional DRIFT 

experiments including the effect of the temperature on the adsorption and desorption of 

participating species in the NH3-SCR reaction would be beneficial to understand the 

reaction pathway at different temperatures. Additionally, in the future, the study of the 

effect of water vapor on NH3-SCR could be investigated to understand the reaction at wet 

conditions. In addition, the study of sulfur poisoning and its effect on the mechanism of 

NH3-SCR could be further explored.   
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 APPENDICES  

 

 

Figure S. 1 Catalytic activity for MnCeTiOx, Mn/MesoTS1, and SG-Mn/MesoTS1 Catalysts at dry conditions. 
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